How to reach the classroom CASTIGLIANO

Milano - Milano Città Studi - Piazza Leonardo da Vinci 32 - Edificio 5 - Floor: Terra

**Milano Centrale Station**
Take Line 2 of the underground railway (MM2 green line), towards Cologno Nord-Gessate. Get off the train at the Piola station (third stop). Take the left-hand exit from Piola station; walk along Via D'Ovidio, keeping to the left and cross Via Bonardi: at this point you will have arrived in Piazza Leonardo da Vinci. Politecnico di Milano is the main building facing you.

**Piola Station (MM2 green line)**
Take the left-hand exit from Piola station; walk along Via D'Ovidio, keeping to the left and cross Via Bonardi: at this point you will have arrived in Piazza Leonardo da Vinci. Politecnico di Milano is the main building facing you.

**Milano Cadorna Station**
Take Line 2 of the underground railway (MM2 green line), as far as PIOLA station (eighth stop). Take the left-hand exit from Piola station; walk along Via D'Ovidio, keeping to the left and cross Via Bonardi: at this point you will have arrived in Piazza Leonardo da Vinci. Politecnico di Milano is the main building facing you.

**Milano Lambrate Station**
Take Line 2 of the underground railway (MM2 green line) towards Abbiategrasso as far as PIOLA station (first stop). Take the left-hand exit from Piola station; walk along Via D'Ovidio, keeping to the left and cross Via Bonardi: at this point you will have arrived in Piazza Leonardo da Vinci. Politecnico di Milano is the main building facing you.
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